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Beginning Monoprinting combines the skills
of drawing and painting with printmaking.
This course introduces the basic skills,
techniques and materials for monoprinting
with an emphasis on artistic craftsmanship
and creative development. It supports
transfer to Fine Arts programs and provides
students with a strong understanding of
historical traditions and contemporary issues
of the field. This course is the first of three
monoprinting courses and is part of the
Monoprinting Family.
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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Monoprinting is a cross over discipline that combines drawing and painting skills with
printmaking. Beginning Monoprinting is an introduction to a wide variety of
contemporary monoprint techniques. Through lecture, demonstration, studio practices,
and critiques, students will develop the skills and concepts necessary for basic work in
this art discipline.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Utilize the principles and fundamentals of monoprinting including materials,
processes, methods, technical skills, aesthetic concepts and terminology.
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B. Analyze the role of monoprint as an important contemporary discipline which
facilitates the crossover between painting, drawing and printmaking in order to
expand the creative possibilities of each into the monoprinting medium.

C. Identify traditions, historical development, and contemporary issues in the field
including the distinction between monoprint and monotype.

D. Demonstrate how to safely and appropriately use the equipment and materials in a
printmaking facility.

E. Apply a broad spectrum of approaches to monoprinting, both traditional and
modem, to create imagery and demonstrate how an increasing knowledge of
technique can aid in achieving creative and viable solutions to given problems.

V. CONTENTS
A. Introduction to Beginning Monoprinting

1. Survey of monoprinting techniques
2. Printmaking facilities and equipment
3. Introduction to health and safety, materials and supplies

B. Additive Ink Application
1. Preparation of clear, acrylic plates and registration templates
2. Basics of Inks and Additives

a. Lithography ink
b. Etching ink
c. Viscosity
d. Plate oil
e. Linseed oil
f. Varnish
g. Magnesium carbonate
h. Ink wash mixture

3. Proper ink to oil ratio
4. Proper application amount and adjustments
5. Painting application to the plate

a. Additive
b. Reductive
c. Scrafitti

C. Printing Press Operation
1. Proper press operation
2. Blanket nomenclature and purpose
3. Proper blanket order and alignment
4. Proper plate alignment
5. Micro dials

D. Printing and Registration
1. Original
2. Ghost

a. altering by additive washes
b. altering by additional print layers

E. Clean Up, Safety and Toxic Hazards Information
F. Viscosity Monoprinting
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1. Proper use of roller and inking
2. Ink additives

a. plate oil
b. magnesium carbonate

3. Proper ink thickness of ink on plate and roller
4. Clean up of roller when using black ink versus colour ink
5. Final roller clean up

G. Reductive in black & white
1. Proper ink application thickness
2. Ink additives

a. plate oil
b. magnesium carbonate

3. Additional registration techniques
a. original
b. ghost
c. counter (see 4. b, below)

4. Use of colours
a. watercolour alterations
b. multiple drop using transparent colour(s) onto counter print using back of

plate with printed image face up
1. tint base
2. mixing ink using the dot method to determine ratios

c. chine colle
H. Stencils

1. Stencil materials
a. thickness
b. papers
c. plastic films
d. found objects: organic vs. non-organic
e. pre-flattening

2. Positive stencil use
3. Negative stencil use
4. Use of other techniques already covered

a. use of additive ink application
b. use of viscosity
c. use of reductive
d. use of offsets from rollers
e. others

5. Rainbow roll/split fountain
I. Drypoint: the Monoprint versus Monotype

1. Intaglio printing
2. Use of transparent print layers
3. Use of ink washes

J. Critiquing
1. Material and process terminology used to describe working methodes) of a

specific print assignment
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2. Design terminology and principles used to describe compositional
considerations of a specific print assignment

3. Discussion of content in relation to material, technique and composition
considerations for a specific print assignment

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In class assignments require that students apply technical and conceptual skills
to assignments based on each demonstrated technique and the given
permutations culminating in a portfolio.
a. A series of prints achieved by additive ink application, including altered

ghosts
b. A series of prints achieved by viscosity printing, including roller offsets

and ghost prints with watercolour additions
c. A series of prints achieved by the reductive process, including the original,

ghost and counter print and the various colour alterations
d. A series of prints achieved by stencil applications
e. A series of colour monoprints achieved by using a drypoint matrix
f. Field trips may be organized by the instuctor to museum or gallery

exhibits or other venues which pertain to printmaking.
2. Out of class assignments

a. Preparatory sketches and drawings for in class assignments
b. Watercolor and color pencil additions to originals, ghosts and counter

prints
c. Create drypoint onto clear acrylic plate matrix

B. Evaluation
1. Assessment of individual projects in regard to technique and idea and design

considerations
2. Mid-term portfolio evaluation of all completed assignments to assess technical

and conceptual skill development
3. Final portfolio evaluation of all completed assignments to assess technical and

conceptual skill development
4. Participation in mid-term group critiques
5. Participation in final group critiques
6. Class participation

a. Student observes all lectures and demonstration and actively works in
class on each assignment throughout the scheduled class time

b. Student observes health and safety issues in a printmaking studio
environment

c. Student effectively cleans and organizes to help maintain the printmaking
studio

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Texts required or recommended as determined by the instructor such as:

a. Printmaking Handbook: Monoprinting, Jackie Newell and Dee
Whittington, A & C Black Publishers, 2006
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b. Monotype/Monoprint: History and Techniques, Kurt Wisneski, Bellbrier
Press, 1995

c. Web - http://monoprints.com/
2. Instructor created digital and analog image presentations related to specific

assignments and regarding print and art history.
3. Reference materials as determined by the instructor such as:

a. The Printmaking Bible: The Complete Guide to Materials and Techniques,
Ann d'Arcy Hughes and Hebe Vernon-Morris, Chronicle Books, 2008

b. Installations and Experimental Printmaking, Alexia Tala, A & C Black
Publishers, 2009

4. Museum and gallery exhibitions, artist and printmaking studios appropriate to
monoprinting and other related printmaking media as determined by the
instructor, such as:
a. Achenbach Foundation at the Legion of Honor
b. Aurobora Press, Paulson Press, et al.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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